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The objective of this note is to extend to perturbed linear func-

tional differential equations previous results [4] concerning the uni-

form stability of a perturbed linear ordinary differential system. This

is done in the Theorem and the Corollary stated below. The Corollary

is also a generalization of a result of Halanay [l, Theorem 4.7] on

uniform stability. The main tool used in [4] is the Tychonov fixed

point theorem. In this work, the basic tool is provided by an interest-

ing result of J. Hale [2, Theorem II-3], in which the problem of deter-

mining the behavior of the solutions of a functional differential equa-

tion is reduced to the solution of an ordinary scalar differential equa-

tion. Hale's result is based on use of Lyapunov functionals. An exten-

sion of results in [4], for the case of a perturbed nonlinear ordinary

differential equation, was done by Strauss [5].

Let C be the space of continuous functions taking the interval

[ — h, 0], 0^/?<oo, into the space Rn of w-dimensional real vectors.

Here | • will denote any convenient vector norm in Rn and for any

<pEC, | 0|| =sup_>liS0ao[</>($)I ■ If x is a continuous function on

[ — h+to, t0+A),0<A^ oo, Xt is defined by x,(6)=x(t+6), —h^d^O,

to^t<h+A. For H, 0<H^oo, CH= {<pEC\ \\<j>[\ <H}.
Let f(q>, t) ER" be a function defined on Ch X [0, oo). Then

(1) x(t) = f(xt, t)

where (■) denotes right-hand derivative, is called a functional dif-

ferential equation. For the special case in which h = 0, (1) is an ordi-

nary differential system.

Let t0 be any nonnegative number and <pECh be any given func-

tion. A continuous function x(t) defined on [t0 — h, t0+A), A>0, is

said to be a solution of (1) with initial function <p at t = to if:

(i) for each t, t0^t<t0+A,    x%ECH,

(ii) xh = <p,

(iii) x(t)=f(xt, t),ior t0^t<t0+A.

Function f(<p, t) is said to be locally Lipschitzian in ChX [0, oo)

if for every Hx, 0<Hx<H, and every T>0, there is L = L(T, Hx),

such that |/(0, t)-f(xp, t)\ ^L\\<p-iP\\,    for 0, ^£Cfll, O^t^T.
In this note f(<p, t) is supposed to be continuous and locally Lip-

schitzian in CHX [0,  oo).
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The unique solution of (1) with initial function d> at t = to will be

denoted by x(7 =x(i, t0, d>) and x, = X((/0, <£); [to — h, t+) will denote the

maximal interval, open at the right, in which x(7 is defined. If

£+=00, the solution is said to be defined in the future and if in addi-

tion xii) is bounded on [to, °o), the solution is said to be bounded in

the future. If xtECHl for t0^t<t+, Hi<H, then t+= oo.

Concerning (1), the following lemma holds:

Lemma 1. Suppose to^O, d>, tJ/ECh, and xit, to, d>), xit, t0, 4>) defined

on a common interval [to — h, to+A], A>0. Then

\xit,to,4>) - xit, to, $){ g [exp Lit - to)]\\d> -'/'H,    to g t < to + A.

For a proof of this lemma, see N. Krasovskii [3, p. 128].

A solution xit, to, d>) of (1), defined in the future, is said

to be stable if for every e>0 and every h^to, there exists a

5 = 5(7, e)>0 such that, if ||xtl7o, 4>)— $\\ <5, then xtik, >p)ECH and
11^7^0, 4>)—Xtiti, \[/)\\ <e for all t^ti. If 5(7 e) can be chosen indepen-

dent of h, then xit, to, <f>) is said to be uniformly stable. As a conse-

quence of Lemma 1 one can see that, if for every e>0 there exists

Tie) ^ to such that the above condition in the definition of stability

(uniform stability) holds for every h^ Tie), then the solution is stable

(uniformly stable). For ordinary differential equations if the above

condition in the definition of stability holds for some 7, then it holds

for every /0 = 0. This is a consequence of the fact that, for ordinary

differential equations, the map x((7, 4>) taking the initial value d> into

the value of the solution at the time t induces an homeomorphism

between spheres. But this is no longer true for the general case of

functional differential equations. See, for instance, an example of

Zverkin [5], commented on in [l, p. 6].

Consider the equation

(2) yit) = Liyt, t)

where Lid), t) is continuous on OX [0, =o) and linear in dy. One can see

that if the zero solution is stable (uniformly stable), then (2) is stable

(uniformly stable), that is, every solution yit, to, </>) is stable (uni-

formly stable). Concerning uniform stability of linear systems, the

following lemma holds:

Lemma 2. Equation (2) is uniformly stable if, and only if, there is a

positive constant K, such that \ytito, <£)| g-KJ|$|| for every t^to^O and

4>EC.

Proof. Suppose that the linear system is uniformly stable. Then

there exists a 5>0, such that \yit, to, \{/)\ gl for every t^tn and
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||^||g5. Then for every d>EC, 0^0, and t^to^O, it follows that

\yit, to, 50/||0||)|gl, that is, \yit, to, 4>)\ ̂K\\dr\\, with K= 1/5.
As the converse is obvious, the proof is complete.

Consider the system

(3) *(0 = Lixt, t) + Xixt, t)

where Li4>, t) is continuous and linear in </> and Xi<p, t) is continuous

and locally Lipschitzian in CX [0, oo).

The following lemma, which plays an important role in proving the

Theorem given below, is a particular case of the above mentioned

Hale's result [2, Theorem II-3].

Lemma 3. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:

ii)  There exists a positive constant K, such that for every to^O and

every t^t0, ipEC, the solution yit, to, </>) of (2) satisfies \yit, to, 4>)\

=*IMI;
(ii) There exists a continuous function coir, t) defined for f^.0,

0 g r < oo , nondecreasing in r, such that

\Xty,t)\   £«(H*H,0,    < = °>    "AGO*,    0 <//<«>;

(iii) The maximal solution u(i) of the ordinary scalar differential

equation u = Kix>(u, t), w(7) =sup,Bo||yi0+«(io, 4>)\\, with d>ECH, satisfies

u(t)<Hfor t^t0.

Then the solution x(t, to, tj>) of (3) satisfies the relation

||*,7o,<rt|| g u(t),    t0 g / < CO.

As a consequence of Lemma 3, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 4. Suppose that condition (i) of Lemma 3 holds and that

(iv) for every positive H there exists a function fej?(7, 0g£< oo , with

J"hHit)dt<ao, such that  [Xty, t)\ ghHit), for all it, xp), 0gi<oo,

(|*||*H.
Let d>EC, <o = 0, 0 <H< oo be given such that

k\\\4 + j   hHis)ds~} < H.

Then the solution xit, to, tj>) of (3) satisfies

||*«(*o,*)|| < K   ||0|| + J    hHis)ds   ,    t^t0.

Proof. Take w(r, t) =hHit). The maximal solution of the ordinary

scalar differential equation
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u(t) = KhH(t),   u(lo) = sup | y<„+»(*o, 4>) |

is u(t) = u(ta) +flKhH(r)dT and, by using condition (i), it follows that

u(l) S k[\\4 +j   h„(r)dT\ g K\\\4 +f    hH(r)dr\ < H.

Then, by applying Lemma 3, the following relation holds:

| x(t, to, <p)\   ̂ K [IMI + J   hH(r)dr\, l^t0.

The proof is complete.

We proceed now to the main result of this note.

Theorem. Suppose that (2) is uniformly stable and that condition

(iv) of Lemma 4 holds.

Then every solution of (3), bounded in the future, is uniformly stable.

Remark. There are indeed solutions of (3) bounded in the future.

In fact, let cpEC and t0^0 satisfying \\<p\\<H/2K and f£hH(s)ds

<H/2K, where H>0 and K is given in Lemma 2. Then for such <f>

and to, one obtains ||x((/0, 0)|| <H, using Lemma 4.

Proof of Theorem. Let x(t, to, <p) he a solution of (3), bounded in

the future. By making the change of variable z = x—x(t, to, <p) in (3),

one can see that the new equation is given by

z(t) = L(zt, t) + Y(zt, t)

where Y(\p, t)=X(\f/+xt(to, <j>), t)—X(xt(to, <p), t) satisfies hypothesis

(iv) and F(0, t) = 0.

This shows that there is no loss of generality in supposing

X(0, t)=0 and it is enough to prove that the solution x = 0 of (3) is

uniformly stable.

Given a positive e, there exists T= T(e), 5 = 5(e), such that the fol-

lowing inequality holds for every tx^T and \\<p\\ <5:

^MMI + f   ht(s)ds\ < e.

As (2) is uniformly stable, it follows from Lemma 2 that the hypothe-

ses of Lemma 4 are satisfied. Then the solution x(t, tx, <p) of (3), where

tx^ T(e) and \\cp\\ <5, satisfies the relation

| x(t, tx,<b)\   ^ k\ \\<b\\ + J    kc(s)ds    < «,        t^tx.
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By the remark following the definition of uniform stability, the above

relation implies that the solution x = 0 of (3) is uniformly stable.

Corollary. Suppose that (2) is uniformly stable and that the follow-

ing relation holds:

h(t)dt < co.
0

Then every solution of (3) is bounded in the future and uniformly

stable.

Proof. By using Gronwall's inequality it is not hard to see that

every solution of (3) is defined in the future. Let us show now that

every solution of (3) is bounded in the future. As every solution is

defined in the future, it is enough to prove that there is a J" 5:0 such

that for every t0^T and every <pEC, x(t, t0, <p) is bounded in the

future.

Let us take T^O such that Kffh(t)dt<l. Let t0^T and <pEC.
We can choose H large enough to satisfy the relation

K\h\\ + f   Hh(t)dt    <H.

By taking in Lemma 4, hH(t) = Hh(t), it follows that the solution

x(t, to, <p) of (3) satisfies the relation ||x((/0, <p)\\ <H.

As every solution of (3) is bounded in the future, then the Corollary

follows from the Theorem. The proof is complete.

We wish to thank Professor J. K. Hale for critically reading the

original manuscript.
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